BOOK OF MYSTERIES . . . REVEALED
Highly Anticipated Third Book From Best-selling Author Jonathan Cahn


With 365 mysteries, the Book of Mysteries also is an uncommon daily devotional—unscrolling spiritual truth, end-time mysteries, and secrets of life.

A guest of Daystar, CBN, and Glenn Beck, Cahn will appear on Jewish Voice with Jonathan Bernis—airing across the US, Canada, Europe, and Asia—to discuss The Book of Mysteries on September 5, 2016.

“The prophetic writings of Jonathan Cahn have reverberated through the halls of our public square to the pulpit,” said Tessie DeVore, publisher of Charisma House Book Group. “We fully believe in his message and its ability to stir national dialogue. Cahn’s revelations have already become a catalyst and rallying cry for America to return to God, and much more is to come.”

Cahn’s 2012 first release, The Harbinger, debuted on the New York Times best-seller list in week one and charted for some 110 weeks. The Mystery of the Shemitah (shmee-TA), his sophomore release, also spent multiple weeks on the New York Times best-seller list. Ancillary products that expand on the books include The Harbinger Decoded DVD and The Shemitah Unlocked DVD. Both documentaries invite viewers on an audio/visual experience to learn about The Harbinger teachings and Jonathan Cahn.
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